EFGH'S SELECTION

Ressources for FLE students
(French as second language)
AGES 3-6 FLE
VIDEO - Peppa Pig:
Peppa Pig, a classic that children already love and know in their
mother tongue. The language level is simple, suitable for a large
audience. The themes are numerous : school, holidays, shopping,
friends, etc. Videos are available on Youtube.

VIDEO - Simon on Youtube:
First of all, Simon is a series of simple, colorful and funny youth
albums. Good news, there is now an animated Simon series on
Youtube to help learning the vocabulary.

SONGS - Mini Disco
You are going to listen to these nursery rhymes non stop in your car!
Nursery rhymes at Mini Disco are great because they make sense to
children. Children love these songs, especially with gestures to make
the words even more meaningful. Examples of songs: At the doctor (she
names the body parts), At the zoo, Where is the cat (these 2 songs name
the animals and their cries), Shopping (she names the food) and more.
You can also watch the cartoon clips on youtube.

EDUCATIONAL GAMES - Moddou Fle:
A site filled with interactive short games to learn or review vocabulary.
Games where labels have to be dragged, questions to choose from
multiple, click-find. You can select the lexical field on which you want to
work (home, fingers of the hand, days of week, Santa Claus...).
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EFGH'S SELECTION
Ressources for FLE students
(French as second language)
AGES 7-15
VIDEO - High Five French youtube videos:
These videos with Emma and Mathilde are great for FLE students. Emma is
English and would like to learn French. Mathilde is French and will teach a
few vocabulary words to her friend Emma. Each episode offers to discover 5
French words. If you want to go further you can also subscribe on the
radiolingua website which offers videos, access to podcasts of the same
episodes, simple and fun activities...

ONLINE GAME - Retrouvez le sourire :
A video game created by CIEP. The player becomes the protagonist of a
police video game where he will have to go through 6 episodes and solve
puzzles. It is a fun and interactive game that allows kids to acquire the
basic structures of communication in French.
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION - TV5 Monde:
Learn French with TV5 Monde. On Apprendre.tv, learners will find a full database of videos and
related interactive exercises. The site will help learners watch, listen and understand extracts of
TV programmes, but also enrich their vocabulary. Test grammar and exercises are also available,
covering numerous topics including news, arts, food, fashion, travel etc. Kids can learn specific
vocabulary, for example objects in the house, with a song or a video.
QUIZZ - Kahoot:
Essential for family interaction. Kahoot is a platform for learning through play,
mainly quizzes but we are also talking about fun competition here. You can
create a free account and launch any kahoot. There are tons of kahoot on
French language and culture. You have to be the fastest to win the most points.
WEBSITE - Moddou Fle:
A site full of short interactive games to learn vocabulary. Games
where you have to drag labels, multiple choice questions, click-andfind. You can select the lexical field on which you want to work (the
rooms of the house, the supermarket, the station ...).
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